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　　　　Nuclei we usually observe anllessentially spherical except that some nuclei are
deformed to some extent. However, under some condition， the shape of stable nuclei
may not be spherical. This possibility was pointed out with the compressible liquid-
drop model by two groups about ten years ago [1,2];namely as the density of the matter
increases from subnuclear to nuclear density，the stable nuclear shape may change fi･om
sphere to cylinder, slab，cylindrical hole and spherical hole before going into unifoml
matter｡
　　　　These non-spherical nuclei are expected to existin the inner crust of a neutron
star and in the transient matter during the collapse of the supernova core･ For brevity，
we refer to the matter in the neutron-star crust as NSlvl and to the matter in the
supemova core as SNM. NSIV【is charge neutral and β-stable，being composed of
neutrons， protons and electrons. The temperature of NSN4 can be taken as zero in a
good approximation because itis much lower than the Fermi energies of neutrons and
protons. Electrons are relativisticand distributed almost uniformly. The electron Fermi
energy is so high that｀theβ“stabmty is achieved by making the matter extremely
neutron rich. The proton fraction in the nucleons， り，is about 3－5％in NSM. Protons
are localized so as to make full use of nuclear forces. XVe refer to the part in which
protons and neutrons coexist as“nucleus" in the following. Some neutrons drip out of
the nuclei to form a neutron gas，while the nuclei form a lattice to reduce the Coulomb
energy. ln addition to the three kinds of particles included in NSM･ neutrinos are also
trapped in SNM, and both かand the temperature of SNM are significantlyhigher
than those of NSM.
　　　　The shaPe of the above nucleus has been studied in the liquid-drop model by thc
authors of refs. [1-41.Ravenhall,Pethick and Wilson 田made the liquid-dloP
calculations of SNM by taking account of the nve nuclear shaPes, of which three were
１
-non-spherica1. Recently, Lorenz, Ravenhall and Pethick [3]studied NSM by the same
method with an improved nuclear interaction. Cooperstein and Baron [5]and Lattimer
and Swesty [6]also considered the geometrical e既cts in more simplified ways. A11 of
the above authors assun!ed spccinc nuclear interactions and used the Coulomb energy
calculated in the xvigner-Seitz cell approximation. 0n the other hand, Hashimoto，Seki
and Yamada [2]presented a geometrical argument using the necessary condition for
equilibrium that the surface energy is twice as much as the Coulomb energy. Later，
0yamatsu,Hashimoto and Yamada [4]refined the treatment, taking account of several
lattice types， and determined the energetically most favorable nuclear shape as a
function of the volume fraction of the nucleus in the ce11.The result of ltf. 4is
independent of speciflc nuclear interactions because itis derived from a purely
geometrical argument. Although the primary interest of that study was in NSM， the
above result is also valid for SNNI｡
　　　　ln this thesis we discuss the existence of the non-spherical nuclei in NSM. ln
chaptcr 2, we give a brief sketch of a neutron star to summarize the present
understandings of NSM related to this work. The study of the matter provides us with
the basic infomlation for understanding the structure and evolution of a neutron star.
Actually some implications of the existence of the non-spherical nuclei have been
discussed by Lorenz, Ravenhall and Pethick [3]for NSM and also by Coopertein and
Baron[5]for SNM｡
　　　　ぺve startwith the discussion of NSM at subnuclear densities by reviewing thc
predictions in the compressible liquid-drop model in chapter 3. XVe follow the
discussions by Hashimoto， Seki and Yamada [2]and Oyamatsu, Hashimoto and
Yamada[41｡
　　　　Since the predictions with the liquid-drop models by the two groups [1,21，no
attempt has been made to t訟e account of realisticnucleon distributions beyond the
liquid-droP model for NSM， although Wimams and Koonin [7]and Lassaut et a1.[8]
made Thomas-Fermi calculations for SNM, which is closer to symmetric nuclear
matter. ln chapter 4, we perform the Thomas‘Fermi calculation and investigate
２
quantitatively the nuclear shape and the phase transitions accompanying the shape
change in NSM. NVe consider several nuclear shapes and lattice types with parametrized
neutron and proton distributions，and perform the calculations with four different
energy density functionals. The method employed here is an extension of Arponen's [9]
in his study of NSM composed of spherical nuclei. The present author reported
simplified prelinlinary calculations for NSM and SNM [101，1n chapter 4, we consider
more carefully the nuclear surface energy from the viewpoint of the energy density
functional and the nucleon distributions｡
　　　　Moreover， shell effects alleimportant in normal nuclei. Thereforejn chapter 5
we calculate the shell energies of the above non-spherical nuclei. Although a self-
consistent calculation is desirable, considerable difficultiesare expected to perform it.
Since masses of normal nuclei are wen reproduced with the description of the liquid-
drop energies supplemented with the shell energy corrections, we adopt this strategy to
the present problem. Namely,we calculate the shell energies of the non-spherical nuclei
by making full use of theresult of the Thomas-Fermi calculation. Specificany,we
construct the non-spherical single-particle (SP)potential with the energy-density
functionaj and resultant nucleon distributions. Then,we calculate the SP energies in
these SP potentials and extract the shell energies using an appropriate prescription. The
central component of the SP potential is constructed with use of the energy-density
functionals and resultant nucleon distributions paying special attention to the finite
range effects of nuclear interactions. ln addition to this central potential, we add a spin-
orbit potential in a simple form. XVe introduce three parameters in these SP potentials
and the values of these parameters are determined so as to be consistent with SP
energies in normal nuclei. XVith the SP energies in the non‘spherical nuclei we derive
shen energies of non-spherical nuclei. NVe add these shell energies to the energies
calculated in the Thomas-Fermi calculation and discuss existence of the non-spherical
nuclei.
３
-　　　　ln chapter 6, we discuss how the existence of the non-spherical nuclei affects the
neutron star.Since studies along thisline have just begun. we merely mention some
observations which we have al the present stage.
　　　　Finally,chapter 7 is devoted to the conclusion of this study.
４
-Chapter 2
Br ief sketch of a neutron star
　　　ln this chapter，we take a glance at the structure of a typical neutron star for the
discussion in the following chapters.
　　　　A neutron staris a compact object with the radius of －10 km and the mass of ～1
M(E)(solar mass unit).The density profile ina neutron staris mainly determined by the
high-density part of the equation of state(EOS)of neutron-star matter above normal
nuclear density (po･･2.8×1014 g/c?or zlo－O.16 fm'3).ln this thesis，tlledensity is
mainly shown in terms of the nucleon number density in fm-3. Conversion from the
nucleon number density zlbfm'3 to the matter density p (g/cm3)can be obtained from
　　　　　　　　p(g/cm3)－1.7×1015 z2h(fm‘3).　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(2.1)
various EOS's of neutron matter and symmetric nuclear matter are available. An EOS
of the neutron-star matter is constructed from the EOS of these hypothetical nuclear
matter but in most cases EOS ofneutron-star nlatter canbe approximated to that of pure
neutron matter. The high-density EOS of neutron matter is quite uncertain even at
present. ln this thesis，we take an EOS calculated with the two-body potential UV14
and the three-nucleon potential TNl by Wiringa, Fiks and Fabrocini [11]as a standard
high-density EOS of nuclear matter. This EOS is a revised version of the one
calculated by Friedman and Pandharipande [12]obtained by correcting some error at
high densities.
　　　　The density profile in a neutron staj‘is obtained with EOS by solving the
TOlman-Oppenheimer-volkoff equation which will be described in chapter 6. The
central density of a neutron star depends on EOS and the mass of the star;typically it
can become about 8 times as high as the normal nuclear density. ln Fig. 2-1，we show
the density profile in a typica1 1.4 M(りneutron star.As the density of matter increases
５
-from atmosphere to the stellar center，the neullon staris divided inlo th2e parts: the





































Fig. 2- 1. Density profile in a typical l ｡4 M(Ξ)neutron star.ln the upper box, three
different EOS are used to calculate the density profile. Model l is an EOS in chapter 4
and model l 十UT is a modified version of model l which wm be described in chapter 6.
For comparison we also calculate the density profile with an EOS of pure neutron
matter by Bethe and Johnson [131.The lower box shows the structure of the crust with




































Fig. 2'2. Proton fraction yp as a function of density with mode1 I EOS in chaPter 4. The
shape of nuclei in thc inner andouter cnlsts are assurned to be spherical to calculate
values of yp in this figule.
　　　　Matter in the outer crust consists of spherical nuclei arranged in a lattice with
a】most uniformly distributed relativisticelectrons at densities above 107 g/cm3(10-8
fm'3).Myith increase of the matter density, the electron Fermi energy increases. ln order
to achieve the β'stability,neutronization proceeds and the neutron Fermi energy also
increases. ln Fig. 2'2, the proton fraction yp is shown as a function of density. XVe see
from this figure that the electron fraction, which is equal to yp due to the charge
neutrality condition, decreases with increase of density because of the neutronization.
At about 4×1011 g/cm3 (2.4×104 fm｀3)，theneutron Fermi energy reaches zero and this
density is caned neutron drip point (NDP).The regions at densities below and above
NDP are called the outer crust and inner crust, respectively. ln the inner crust some
neutrons drip out of nuclei. Therefore, nuclei above 4×1011 g/cm3 afe embedded in the































Fig. 2-3. Total and electron pressures as functions of matter density with model I EOS
in chapter 4. The shape of nuclei in the inner and outercrusts are assumed to be
spherical to calculate the pressures in this figure.
　　　　ln Fig. 2'3，we show the pressure ofneutron-star nlatter as afunction of matter
density. NVe also show the electron pressure in this figure for comparision. Srhile the
electron pressure is dominant in the outer crust，nucleon degltes of f¥eedom become
rapid】yimportant in the inner crust by the presence of dripped neutrons and are
dominant in the core｡
　　　　ln Fig. 2'4，we show neutron and proton distributions along the line joining the
centers of neighboring nuclei. ln the outer crust，nuclei are located far away from each
other，and the energy of matter can be takenjn the firstapproximation， as the masses of
an isolated nuclei supplemented with the kinetic energy of relativisticelectrons and the
lattice Coulomb energy. ln 1972， Baym， Pethick and Sutherland [14]calculated the
nuclides existing in the outer crust using experimental mass data and predicted mass
８
-data by a mass formula. Necessary information is masses of nuclides with 7V＝50 and 82
due to shell effects. Therefore measultment of masses of these nuclides is directly
related with the d已termination of the nuclides in the neutron sta｡r.Experimental and
theoretical progress in the last twenty years have enabled us to determine more
precisely the nuclides in the outer crust【151｡
　　　　1n the inner crust we should take account of a gas of dripped neutrons. XVe can
no longer use a mass formula to calculate the nuclear energy. Assuming that nuclei are
sphefical, properties of the matter in the inner crust have been investigated within the
framework of the commpressible liquid-drop model [16,171，the Thomas-Fermi
approximation[9,18]and the Hartree-Fock method 【191.As shown in Fig, 2-4，the
distance between the nearest nuclei become smaUer with increase of the density. At
lb－0.06 fm'3 (p－1×1014 g/cm3),neighboring nuclei are so near that interactions with
neighboring nuclei may become important. At a higher density nuclei melt into uniform
matter. This is a big geometric chaJlge in the nucleon distributions. Strange things can
happen in this transition. Lamb et al.[20]suggested that, when nuclei occupy the
sufncient volume fraction in a cen as shown in Fig. 2-5，the spherical bubble (hole)
becomes the favorable nuclear shape because the suface area for the bubble shape is
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Fig. 2-4. The neutron (upper)and proton (lower,shaded)distributions along the straight
lines joining the centers of the nearest nuclei. Calculations are performed in the case of







Rg. 2-5. Appearance of bubble (hole)phase. The darker part shows nuclei in which
protons and neutrons coexist while the lighter part shows a neutron gas outside the
nuclei.
　　　　We explore this drastic geometric change from nomlal nuclei to uniform matter
by assuming non‘spherical shapes as candidates for the nuclear shape. ln the fonowing
chapters， we investigate this transition in the compressible liquid-drop model (chapter
3)，and the Thomas-Fermi approximation (chapter 4),We also calculate shell energies
of non-spherical nuclei (chapter 5)to investigate whether these energies, which are




Prediction from the comPressible liquid-
drop mode1
　　　About ten years ago, possible existence of non'spherical nuclei was firstpointed
out by Ravenha11, Pethick and Wilson rl]and also by Hashimoto， Seki and Yamada [2]
with the compressible liquid-drop model. While the former group used specific nuclear
interactions，the latter developed more general geometrical argument independent of
any specific nuclear interaction. ln this chapter, we describe，in a slightly different
foml, the argument put forth by oyamatsu, Hashimoto and Yamada [4]who improved
the treatment made in ref. [21.
3.1.Candidates for nuclear shape
　　　　The nuclear shapes considered in this thesis are sphere, cylinder, slab，
cylindrical hole，and spherical hole. These shapes can be considered as the one-, two- o｢
three“dimensionaﾕspheres which minimize the surface energies. The spherical as we11
as non-spherical nuclei form lattices to minimize the Coulomb energy. NVe consider
three lattice types for spherical nuclei. They are body-centered cubic (bcc),face-
centered cubic (fcc)and simple cubic (sc).ln the cases of cylindrical nuclei, we
consider the two-dimensional lattice on the plane perpendicular to the central axes of
the cylinders. The lattice types for cylindrical nuclei treated in this thesis are hexagnal
(hex)and simple square (ss).Fig. 3-l shows the lattice type to minimize the Coulomb
energy for each nuclear shape. The spherical nuclei as well as the spherical hole nuclei
form the bcc lattice. The cylindlical nuclei and the cylindrical hole nuclei form the two-
dimensional hexagonal lattice,i.e･，any cross section perpendicular to their sides shows
a pattern of regular hexagon. The slab nuclei forTn the one'dimensionaHattice, i.e･，they
are allpara11已land equally spaced.
12
-　　　　The length of the cylinder and the area of the slab are essentially infinite.
However,for convenience， we divide the whole space into three-dimensional cells of
volume a3. 1n this paper･ we refer toαas the lattice constant. ln the case of spherical
nuclei or spherical hole nuclei, each cell contains one nucleus or one hole. For
cylindrical nuclei or cylindfical hole nuclei (see fig. 3-2 (a))，the cell is a prism with
base area ,22and height α.The base area is perpendicular to the sides of cylinders or
cylindrical holes, and includes one cross section of the cylinder or cylindrical hole. For
slab-shape nuclei (see fig. 3-2 (b))，the cellis a cube whose edge is equal to the lattice





Fig. 3-2. Unit cells for the cylindrical and slab-shape nuclei，
13
-　　　The above-defined cells areinconvenient for some practical calculations.
Therefore,we also define the Wigner-Seitz cen as follows. For spherical (hole)nuclei，
itis a sphere with volume a3. For cylindrical(hole)nuclei，itis acynnder with base
area a2 and height α.
3.2.Parameters in the nucleon distribution
　　　　ln the liquid-drop mode1， a sharp nuclear surface (or boundary)is assumed， and
each of the local proton and neutron number densities inside the nucleus and the
neutron number density outside the nucleus is assumed to be constant. As shown in Fig
3-3，the nucleon distributions can be characterized by the following five parameters:
zzill: total nucleon number density inside the nucleus，
x : proton number fraction inside the nucleus，
が)llt: nucleon (neutron)number density outside the nucleus，





Fig.3-3.Parameters for nucleon distributions.
14
-　　　　Because of the charge neutranty cond,ition，the number of electrons is equal to
that of protons. At the densities of inteltst, electrons are relativistic，and the Coulomb
energy variation feltby an electron when it moves around is very small compared with
the electron Fermi energy. Therefore we assume a uniform electron distribution with
the density xz4がn｡
　　　　Ravenha11,Pethick and Wilson (RBP)[1]first pointed out the existence of non-
spheerical nuclei in the compressible liquid-drop model for superenova matter. Since
supemova matter is much closer to symmetric nuclear matter, the density of a neutron
gas outside nuclei is much smaller than that in the neutron star matter. Then, RBP
negelcted the outside neutron gas (z2out＝O)and calculated the energy of the matter with
appropriate expressions for the bulk energy and the surface tension. The Coulomb
energy was calculated in the NVigner‘Seitz approximation｡
　　　　ln the following we demonstrate an argument independent any specific nuclear
interaction.Therefore,the result obtained by RBP can be considered as a special case of
oull general arugument.
3.3.Energy of a cell
　　　　iVe write the energy of a cen as
　　　　W＝Wb＋Ws＋Wc.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.1)
Here， Wb is the sum of bulk energies includjng the electron kinetic energy inside and
outside of the nucleus. Since this energy is proportional to the volume, we write it as
　　　　Wb＝Wb(M,yzhl,y2oui･)α3　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(3.2)
with wb(z4, n㎞,zzo或)being the average energy density. The most important energies to
determine the stable nuclear shape al℃the surface energy Ws and the Coulomb energy
WC.
15
-　　　We assume that the surface energy is proportional to the arca of the surface，
While the bulk energy Wb does not depend on the nuclear shape， the surface encrgy Ws
docs depend on it as the surface al℃adoes. We write the surface energy of a cell as
Ws＝(i(a,・，X，yz°゜t)g(M，j2αρε)α2， (3.3)
where(y(zl,in,x,が)lJt)is the surface tension and g(zj，幼αpE)is the relative surface area










The expressions of g(ｕ，ｓｈａｐｅ)forthe cylindrical hole and spherical hole nuclei can be





Fig. 3-4 shows the relative surface area g(u,shape)for various shapes. From Eqs，
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We write the Coulomb energy as
wc＝(ε･l‘^x)‰cか,励叩ε，jα11jcf)α5 (3.5)
Whereげis the elementary charge and wc1(u､sllape、lattice)isthe relativeCoulomb
energy which depends on z4as well as on the nuclear shape and lattice type. Table 3-1
1iststhe maximum zjvalues together with the maximum nuclear radii 沢that alt
geometrically realizable for various lattice types. Expressions of 恥1
(μ,幼町7ら/α11fcど)
for spherical and cylind14cal nuclei are がven in forms of series in Appendix A.
　　　　XVith detailed numerical calculations we have found that the relative Coulomb
enerがes for sphere and cylinder with various lattice types can be wTitten in a very good
approxlmatlon as
　　　wcl(zz,幼司ﾌどjattice)゜wcl(zj,励司ﾌε,ws)＋clzj2 ・
where wcl(lj,j71ど7ρε,ws)is the relative coulomb energy in the wigner'seitz
(3.6)
approximation. The relativeCoulomb energies in the 'Wigner'Seitz'cell approximation
are given by
wcll(zg,sphere, xvs)゜1(･




The values of Q for various lattice types are given in Table 3-2. From Eqs. (3.5)and





whereZmeans the Proton number in the cell and Wc(∫ん2ρε,WS)stands for the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　/.-yへ2 ㈲
Coulomb energy in thc xVigner'Seitz approximation. The correction term c縦- in Eq･
(3.9)wm also be used in the Thomas-Fermi calculationin Chapter 4.






　　　　As shown in APpendix A，the relativc Coulomb energy for cylindrical hole and
spherical hole nudei are obtained by rePlacing M by 1－14in the expressions for








spherical hole, lazzjcg)＝l吃1(zj, spherejαzljcg)・
(3.11)
(3.12)
Fig, 3-4 shows wcφ,辿叩e，訟1洽)for sphere(top box),cylinder(middle box)
and allshapes (bottom box).We see from the top and middle boxes that bcc for
sph?cal nuclei and hex for cylindrica]nuclei give the lowest energies.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table3-1






















































































Rg. 3-5. Relative Coulomb energy w。(u､sllape､latliceyThe abbreviations of lattice





　values ofthe coemcient c,in Eqs. (3.6)and(3.9).The abbreviations bcc，fcc and sc
stand for the body-centered, face-centered and simple cubic lattices of spherical nuclei，













The curves in the bottom box of Fig. 3-5 is symmetric about the vertical line zz＝1/2as
seen from Eqs. (3.10)-(3,12).




The values of the parameters in the nucleon dislribution are chosen so as to minimize
this energy density for each nuclear shape and lattice type. The stable nuclear shape is
the one that gives the lowest energy among allnuclear shapes. Note that the
dependence on the nuclear shape is included only in the surface and Coulomb energies
3.4.Stable nuclear shapes in the compressible liquid-drop model
　　　　By minimizing the average energy density W/gz3 in Eq. (3.6)with mspect to







Then, with use of Eqs. (3.3)and(3.5),we obtain
　　　WS＝2WC･
This is an expression useful for determining the stable nuclear shape. Since the
dependence of the average energy density on the nuclear shapc is pltsent only in the
●-●一一一一
surface and Coulomb energies, the stable nuclear shape is determined by minimizing













Now we can determine the stable nuclear shape and lattice type by minimizing the last
term of Eq，(3.17).We see from this equation that the stable nuclear shaPe and lattice
type are determined uniquely for a given 14(volume fraction occupied by the nucleus in
a ce11).Namely，the stable shape and lattice type are those that minimize the geome?c
factor defined as
G(u､sl1(lpe、lallice) ＝g(u，shape)2 %11(zj,血zpE，1α11icg)1
Theterm¨geometric factor'lwas used by Cooperstein and Baron [?]although the
definition(3.18)is slightly different from and mon5 general than theirs. The result is
shown in Fig. 3-6.The curves in this figure are symmetric about the vertical line z4＝1/2
as are in Figs. 3-4 and 3-5. Fig. 3-6 indicates that, with increase of zz,the nuclear shape
changes successively from sphere to cylinder, slab,cylindrical hole and spherical hole.
The limiting value M°1 corresponds to uniform matter while £抑Ocorresponds to the
situation in our daily lifein which the nuclei occupy only a very small portion of the
whole space. The above conclusion obtained from Rg. 3'6 may look queer at first
glance,but itis consistent with the fact that the stable nucleus in our daily life(atpO)
is spherical. Note that the shape change occurs at extremely large zivalues compa:red
with the environment realizable in the laboratory｡
　　　　Table 3-3 summerizes the ljvalues at which the stable shape ch&nges.ln
addition to the values in which the latticeis taken into account, the values obtained in
the Wigner‘Seitz approximation are also listed for compalison.This table and Fig. 3-5
shows that the Wigner-Seitz approximation is relatively good in the ranges of zjin




see that the relative surface area mainly determines the stable nuclear shape as expected
from Eqs，(3.15)and(3.18).Therefore these shape change can be llgarded as a
geomerical property of the nuclei. ltis also interesting to note that the approximate ratio
of the linear nuclear size to the cel】size，which is given by z41/3for sphere，zjl/2for
cylinder and z4for slab,is roughly l/2 when the shape is stable with an exception that a
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Rg. 3-6. Geometric factor G(14､skape、lattice)relative to that of slab.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table 3-3
values oaz at which the stable nuclear shape changes. The abbreviations SP, C,SL，
CH, and SPH stand for sphere, cylinder, slab, cylindrical hole and spherical hole. ln the
upper column (bcc,hex)，the transition £4values are calculated with the bcc laittce for
sph?cal(hole)nuclei and the hexagonal lattice for cylindrical (hole)nuclei.ln the
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　　　　ln this section，we have described thecondition for the stable nuclear shape in a
simpler form than that of ref, [41.Although we have followed the procedure of ref. [1]
in deriving Eq. (3.17)from Eq.(3.14),the above condition is essentially the same as the











　　　　The compressible liquid-drop model plldicts that non-spherica】nuclei become
stable if the nucleus occupies a certain fraction of voh】me in a ceII.However,it does
not tellwhether these values of volume fi･actionljare attainable in the neutron star
crust. Therefore, the conclusion of Chapter 3 does not necessalily guarantee the
existence of non‘spherical nuclei in niality. Although the liquid'drop model provides us
with intuitive physical pictures, itlacks in describing the diffuseness of the surface
which is an important property of normal nuclei. Moreover, the geometrical argument
in Chapter 3 does not ten the matter densities where the non-spherical nuclei exist.
Therefore in this chapter we perform, with an appropriate nucleajl interaction, the
Thomas-Fermi calculation by taking the surface diffuseness into account.
(4.1)










Here･zln(r)(り(r))andら(Mp)are･ respectively･ the local number density and the mass
of the neutron (proton).The nuclear energy is expected to depend littleon thelattice








This nuclear energy is discussed in more detailin the next section.
　　　　Electrons interact only with charged particles through the Coulomb forces. Since
the electron Fermi energy is much higher than the Coulomb energy, we approximate We



























where 7?zeis the electron mass and c is the velocity of light. The electron number density
zleis determined by the charge neutrality condilion.
　　　　ln the approximation that the electron distribution is uniform， the Coulomb




whereφ（r）stands for the electrostatic potential obtained as the solution of Poissonls
equatlon:
▽2φ(″‘)ニ４゛づ％(゛)－"e]
　　　　Because of the long range nature of the Coulomb interactions，the Coulomb
energy depends on both the nuclear shape and the lattice type･ The Coulomb enel‘gyis
very djfficultto calculate exaclly except for the slab-shape nuclei unless the nuclei have
sharp surfaces as in Chapter 3. The NVigner-Seitz cell approximation, in which the
Coulomb interactions with the charged particles in the other cells are neglected， can
not treat the dependence on the lattice type. The diff;erence between the exact value and
the llsult of the NVigner-Seitz approximation is expected to be relatively insensitive to





whereφws(r)is the electrostaticpotential calculated in the Wigner-Seitz





with Z being the proton number per cen. The values of the coefficient Q are listed in
Table 3-2. As for the hole nuclei, we can also use Eq. (4.9)by replacing Z by Z', which
is the proton number necessary to nll the hole in the proton distribution･
4.2. Energy density functionaI E
　　　We assume the energy density functional Eto be a function of the local neutron
sdprotorl number densities，zzn(r)andり(r)，and theirgradients. We divide the





▽″P)゜R)(″n･″p)十ら(″n･ ″p･ ▽z7n， 鯛 (4.10)
The nrst term Eo is the energy density of uniform nuclear matter･ and the second term り
gives the contribution fTom the density inhomogeneity･
　　　By using the potential energy density of symmetric nuclear matter us(yl)and that




















where zz゛z?n十zlp and x二心/zz
‘
We adopt the functional form of the potential energy




















With masonable parameter values the denominators in Eqs. (4.12)and(4.13)ensure
that the sound velocity does not exceed the speed of light and the equation of state
(EOS)always satisfies the causality.

























The firstteml on the right hand side of Eq. (4,14)is the kinetic energy correction，
which is often referred to as the Weizsiicker term. The value of the coemcient (z
originally derived by Weizsiicker [22]was 9, while the correct semi-classical value [23]
is l. The last term in Eq. (4.14)including two parameters Fo and βΓepresents the
finite-range effect of nuclear forces.
　　　　The functional E!7is the most important nuclear term in determining the shaPe of




then the condition to minimize the average energy density W/･23 with respect to




This equation， used by Arponen [91，h91ds for general forms of yl,s(r)andり(r)，and
corresponds to the condition in the liquid-drop model that the surface energy is twice as







4.3.Parametrization of nucleon distributions
　　　　ln order to avoid complexities due to boundary conditions， we assume the
following nucleon distributions 馬(r)(i＝n,p),where r zpresents the distance from the









Fig.1 shows an example of the parametrized nucleon distributions. The parameter瓦
represents the (finite)boundary of the nucleus and ri determines the relative surface
thickness. ln the limioi→･･,Eq，(4.17)gives a sharp surface at r＝双.Eq.(4.17)
coillcides with the form used by Arponen [9]ifだ＝2,μn＝らand rn＝rp.ln this paper， we
putん゜3･ becauseりdi゛erges at r °双　ifだ゜2 and cχ゜1.1n thecaseof the spherical，














　　　　To describe the cell size and the nucleon dis?butions in the cen， we have eight
parameterS･α･y7nill･ Z7nolll･りal(Orりollt)･/?n･ j?p･ rn and rp･ XVhen the average nUCleon
number density in a ceII，rlb，is fixed，seven parameters among them are independent. ln
this paper, we minimize the average energy density W/α3 for a given ，zbwith ltspect to
variation of these parameters， XVe can further eliminate one parameter by using Eq.
(4.16)，but we use it simply to check the degree of convergence of the minimization.
4.4.EOS of nuclear matter and normal nuclei
　　　　XVe can calculate the masses of normal nuclei by taking the limit a→･･.values
of the nine parameters in the energy density functional e are determined so as to be
consistent with
　　　　(a)experimental masses and radii of normal nuclei，
　　　　(b)EOS of nuclear matter obtained from many-body calculations up to a density
　　　　a few times as high as the normal nuclear density.
Usually the latter condition is not necessary to describe the properties of normal nuclei.
However,we do need the condition (b)because the matter in the neutron-star inner
crust is extremely neutron rich. Details of this procedure are described in Appendix B.
　　　　MQlile the surface energy is the most important energy from the argument in
Chapter 3，there are large uncertainties about the surface asymmetry energy and
incompressiblity parameter at present. ln order to cope with this situation, we have
obtained four sets of parameter values as listed in Table 4‘l considering the
uncertainties of the functional E.Their saturation properties are shown in Table 4-2.
These sets are referred to as models l-IV:
　　　　model l : standa:rd，
　　　　model II :large surface asymmetry energy (β＝1)，
　　　　model III : high incompressibility parameter (jRr=293 Mev)，




We consider modeI Iv because in many Thomas゛Fermi calculations,the explicitkinetic
energy terminら((x=O)was dropped and the kinetic energy was assumed to be
represented by a term simhr to the last terms of Eq. (4.14).
Table 4-1





























































































　　　　As shown in Fig. 4'2， all these four models give similar EOS to those by
Friedman and Pandharipande [12]for both puit neutron matter and symmetric nuclear
matter. The differences among these models, especially at densities below the nuclear
density,are not very large compamd with the differences among phenomenological
Skyrme intercations by various authors r17｡24,251.Models l and Iv give nearly the
saT11eEOS for both matters. Model ll gives slightly higher energies of pure neutron
matter than model l. As shown in Fig, 4-3，the proton chemical potentials of models l
and IIl in pure neutron matter are slightly diffirent, although the energies per nucleon
of that matter are almost the same. ltis very interesting that all the phenomenological
EOS(models l-IV， Ska,SKM,and RBP)in Fig. 4-2 give the ajmost same saturation
density and energy, and the symmetry energy at the saturation density. However,the
gradient of the EOS of neutron matter and the curvatぼe at the saturation density are
different.These differences renect the present uncertainties about the surface symmetry


















Fig. 4-2. EOS ofneutron matterand symmetric nuclear matter. Shown is the energy
per nucleon measured from the nucleon mass. ln the upper box, the present four models
are shown together with the EOS by R‘iedman and Pandharipande (FP)[12].The
results of models l and Iv are indistinguishable. ln the lower box, model l is compared
with three EOSls of Skyrme interactions; Ska, SKM and RBP indicate the results with
the parameter sets by K6hler [24]，Krivine etα1.[25]and Ravenhall et al.[171，
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Fig･ 4°3.The neutron chemical potential μ,land the proton chemical potential μpin pure
neutron matter (χ゜O)and symmetric nuclear matter (x＝0.5).
　　　　BecauseMre are going to investigate nuclei in the sea of a neutron gas at the
matter density below nuclear density, the low density EOS of pure neutron rnatter is
important. lf we detennine the energy density E only from the information on normal
nuclei in which the numbers of neutrons and protons are not very different, the energies
of neutron matter atlow densities tend to become too small as Ska and SK]!vi as shown
in Fig. 4-2. Hence we constrain values of parameters in lみ1(yl)(Eq.(4.13))so as to
obtain a good fitto a commonly used EOS of neutron matter by Freedman and
Pandhalipande[12].As a result, we have only one free parameter いnun(zl)，which
corresponds to the symmetry energy of nuclear matter (see also Eq. (B.2))｡
　　　　Table 4-4 shows the root-mean-square deviations of the masses of models l-IV
from experimental nlass data of 1657 nuclides r27].For comparison, we also show






　The root-mean-square deviationsin Mev of the masses of models l-Iv from
experimental mass data of 1657 nuclidesl27].The abbreviationWB means the
































with the parameter valucs listcd in Table 4'5. The masses given by the four models are
reasonable in the absence of shen terms. ln Fig. 4-4,we show the charge distributions











Our models are in fair agreement with experiment not only for the radius but also for
the surface di汀uscncss，although we did not fitthe surface diffusencss in determining











































Fig. 4-5. Charge distributions in 9oZr and 2o8Pb. Exp?mental data are taken f¥om ref，
[29].ln 2o8Pb，the results of models n and Iv are indistinguishable.
　　　　Fig. 4←6shows the neutron and proton drip lincs by model l together with those
by two recent mass formulas [30,31]that give two extreme results. The drip lines by
the other three models are almost the same as the ones by modeI I; the maximum
difference among them is 士1in y and Z values. The actual location of the neutron drip
line, especially atlarge y, is quite uncertain at present, and the neutron drip lines by our
models lie between those by the two extreme mass formulas｡
　　　　As we have seen so far, all of our four models describe known nuclei fairly wen
ranging from stable nuclei to neutron'rich ones， and also reProduce aPproximately EOS
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Fig. 4-6, The neutron and proton drip lines.The solidlines show the drip lines by
Modell,and dots and slashes repmsent the boundary nuclides by the mass formulas of
Tachibana et a1.(TUYY)[30]and Janecke and Masson (JM)[311,respectively.Notice
the even-odd efTfectin TUYY and JM. The small squares show the nuclides whose
masses are exprimentally known.
4.5.Pressure and chemical potential
　　　　ln the fulI Thomas-Fermi calculation，the chemical potentials alt Lagrange
multipliers which corespond to the particle number consevations. However,in our
treatment ，they are functions of the point r in the cell because we parametrize nucleon
distributions and assume a uniform djstribution of electrons. ln order to overcome this
drawback， we start with the following generaj relationship｡
　　　　lye consider a unit cell with volume y, in which there a.reZ protons and 7V
neutrons. Due to the charge neutrality condition， the number of electrons is Z. XVe write






wherejﾌis the pressult. With j44V+Z, this equation can be written as
　　　jw°‾?dy＋1り£4＋(μ,＋μ.‾1t.)dZ.
We treat the p-stable malter:
　　　11.゜μp＋μ.・





ln terms of the energy per nucleon w＝Wμand the average nucleon number density






















　　　ln this thesis, we calculate the pressure of matter by (4.24).We ca11μin Eq･
(4.26)as the (neutron)chemcal potential of matter. These quantities win be used to
calculate the phase transitions in sects. 4.6 and 4.7.
4.6.Spherical nuclei in the neutron-star crust
　　　　At the densities in the outer crust, electrons are xtlativisticand nuclei ale located
so far away from each other that they are moz or less spherical as the normal ones.
Therefore,the nuclear energies can be approximated to those of the laboratory nuclei.
Then， the necessary information is the masses of nuclides which can be measured by
experiments or obtained from theoretical predictions. Baym, Pethick and Sutherland
[14]determined the stable nuclides in early 70's and recently a more precise
determination has been carried out by Haensel and Pichon [151with the help of mass
data which have become avajlable in these twenty years. As shown in the following，
our results obtained with models l-Iv are not very diff15rentfrom each other and from
those of previous studies with various methods except that no shell effects appear with
W-－
our semiclassical models. Table 4-6 1iststhe neutron drip point pD, at which the neutron
chemical potential becomes zero. The neutron drip point in our models is about 4×1011
g/cm3. which is in good agreement with the previous studies with various methods
[14,16-20,321.Fig.4-7 shows the variation in the stable nuclide at the matter densities
below pD on thｔＮ，Zplane. At very low densities, the stable nuclide is 56Fe whose
binding energy per nucleon is the lowest. At denisties higher than 3×106 g/cm3， the
stable nucnde varies from 56Fe because the electrons become relativisticand the
Coulomb energy deviates from that of a normal nucleus due to the lattice contributions.
As the density increases.the neutronization proceeds and on the average the stable
nuclide changes from the left to the right in Fig. 4-7.1Ve see fiom this figult that the
neutron shell effects at ?V＝50 and 82 are strong. Neutrons begin to drip out of the
nucleus approximately when the stable nucleus reaches the neutron drip line of isolated
nuclei. Although our semiclassical models are not capable of describing the sheU
effbcts, our results reproduce the transitions of the stablenucnde on the average.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table4-6


















































































































Fig, 4-7 Change of the stable nuclide at the matter densities below pD. The stable
nuclide moves from the left to the right on the average as the matter density increases.
The results with our semiclassical models l-Iv are continuous curves because we allow
fractional values for y and Z. Note that the neutron shell effects cause some abrupt
change ofy and Z values in the ltsult obtained with a mass formula by Baym, Pethick
and Sutherland(BPS)[14].For comparision, we also show the neutron drip line by
model l and the boundary nuclides by mass formulas by Tachibana et a1.(TUYY)[30]
and Jiineke and Masson (JM)[311.Dots means the nuclides whose masses alt
experimentally known [27].
ln order to compare our results above pD with those by other me出ods， we show
the proton number of the most stable nuclei in Fig. 4-8.At the matter densities
p≦1×1014 g/cm3， 0ur results are fairly close to the liquid-drop calculation by
Ravenha11，Bennett and Pethick [17]and to the Thomas-Fermi calculation by
ogasawara and S ato [321.Although the Hartree-Fock calculation by Negele and
vauth?n[19]gives the maximum Z as large as 50, thisis attributed to the shell effect
which is neglected in our semiclassical calculations. lt should be noted that the


















Fig. 4-8. Proton number of the most stable spherical nucleus. RBP and OS mean the
liquid-drop ca-lculationby Ravenha11, Bennett and Pethick [17]and the Thomas-Fermi
calculation by ogasawara and Sato [321,respectively.Crosses represent the Hartree-
Fock results by Negele and vautherin [191.
4.7.Non-spherical nuclei in the inner crust of a neutron star
4.7.1.Energy qf nz)n-sphericalsclei
　　　　XVhen the matter density reaches about 1014 g/cm3， the nucleus occupies a
substantial portion of the cell，and non-spherical nuclei become energetically favorable.
Figs. 4-9 to 4-12 show the energy per nucleon of the matter in question mlative to that
of uniform matter. ln all of our models， as the density of matter increases， the
energetically most favorable nuclear shape changes from sphere， to cylinder，slab，















































































































































































Fig. 4-10. Energy per nucleon relative to that of uniform matter in model II
42
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The energetically favorable nuclcar shape changes at the densities shown in Table 4-7.
These densities somewhat depend on the models, but, roughly speaking, non-spherical
nuclei are favored in the density range between 0.06 and 0.09 fm-3 (1.0×1014 and
L5×1014 g/cm3).The energy differencebetweentwosuccessive phases is generally
small(up to the order of 0.1-1 kev per nucleon)because itis only a part of the surface
and Coulomb energies that are rather small at about 1014 g/cm3.
　　　　Spherical hole nuclei, whose existence was discussed by Lamb etα/.[20]in
1978，do not gain much energy compared with the other nuclei. Actually the energy
gain is less than l kev per nucleon independent of models. Therefore,non-spherical
shapes, cylinder, slab and cylindrical hole, are much more probable shapes for the
stable nucleus than the rather fammar spherica1-hole shape.
　　　　The condition for co-existence of the nuclei of shape A and B in equmbrium is
that the matter conlposed of shape-A nuclei has the same pressure and chemical
potential as thosc of shaPe｀B nuclei. ln all the four models, we find first'order phase
transitions due to the change of the nuclear shape. Every shape in consideration can
exist stably in the density range listed in Table 4-8. This table also shows that the
density range for cach nuclear shaPe becomes successively narrower although this
feature is not seen in the recent liquid-drop calculation [3].
45
W　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table 4-8
Ranges of the average nucleon number density in 10-2 fm-3 where various nuclear































































From Table 4-8 and Figs. 4-9 to 4-12, we can see that the phase なansitions are rather
weak. Density jun!ps due to these transitions are about 104 fm-3 as reported by Lorenz，
Ravenhall and Pethick with the compressible liquid-drop model. Consideration of non-
spherical nuclear shapes makes the transition to uniform matter smoother. The
existence of non'spherical nuclei reduces the energy per nucleon by an amount up to 3-
5 kev compared with thecase in which only spherical and spherical hole nuclei are
considered.
4.72.Nucleorl dislributiorls
　　　　ln spite of the differences in the nuclear energy density E,all the four models
yield similar nucleon distributions. We mainly show results in model l. Asforthe
average composition･ the proton fraction yp varies slowly with the matter density as






































　　　We listin Tab】e 4-9 the parameter values of the nucleon distributions and show
in Fig. 4‘14 the equilibrium nucleon distributions along the straight lines joining the
centers of the nearest nuc】ei or holes. There is a tendency that the nucleon distributions
become more and more uniform as thedensity of matter increases.
　　　Table 4-9
uilibrium nucleon dlstributions in model l
Zlb
Ｐａｒａｍｅｔｅｒ ｖａｌｕｅｓ ｏｆ ｅ，
　　Ｍｎｍ　　　　ｚｌｎｏｕｔ Z7pm α
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(OrMpout)
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Fig.4-14.Theneutron(upper)and proton (lower､shaded)distributions ajong the straightlinesjoining








The size of the cell shows appreciable dependence on the geometry of the nucleus. Fig･
4-15 shows thelattice constant as a function of matter density. The lattice constant in
the equilibrium geometry is largest for the three-dimensional nuclei (sphere and
spherical hole)and smallest for the one-dimensional nucleus (slab).This dependence is
also reported in the recent liquid-drop calculation [31，1n the liquid-drop model， the
nuclear shape is determined by the volume fraction of the nucleus in the ce11. 1n the
present calculations， the slab-shape， cylindrical hole and spherical hole nuclei have so
diffused surfaces that the correspondence with the liquid‘drop model is rather
questionable.Nevertheless，if we notice that the nucleon distributions shown in
Fig･ 4- 14 al‘ethose along the lines joining the nearest nuclei or holes， we can see that
the volume fraction of the nucleus increases as the shape changes from sphere to
cylinder, slab，cylindrical hole and spherical hole。
　　　　Mge can also see from Table 4-9 that the values of the surface parameters for
neutrons are appreciably different from those for protons contrary to the assumption in
the preliminary study [10]that these surfaces are the same. The larger values of jぞnand
smaller values of rn than those for protons show that the surfaces for neutrons aj･e more
diffused than those for protons. The present calculations are performed under the
constraint that the radius jRiis less than or equal to the radius of the NVigner-Seitz ce11.
Above y2ゐ－0.082 fm-3 in modeI I, the diameter 21?i　thus obtained exceeds the nearest-
neighbor distance. For comparison， we have also performed calculations in which the
diameter 2Ri is constrained within the nearest-neighbor distance. This change of the
boundary condition does not cause significant differences in energy， although non-








































































4.8.Conclusion of the Thomas-Fermi calculation
　　　　XVe have studied the shapes of the nuclei in NSM just before the transition to
uniform matter by taking account of the diffuseness of the nuclear surface.
Qualitatively，this inclusion of the di汀useness did not change the liquid dlop result that
the nuclear shape changes from sphere to cylinder, slab，cylindrical hole and spherical
hole as the matter density increases八ve have found that the shape change occurs at
densities between 0.06 and 0,09 fm-3(1,0×1014 and 1,5×1014 g/cm3)and that the
density range for each shape becomes successively narrower in the above order. Ata
fixed matter density, the energy differencebetween two successive shapes is of the
order of O･1^｀‘1kev per nucleon. The existence of non“spherical nuclear shapes reduces
the energy by an amount up to 3～5 kev per nucleon compared with the case in which
only spherical and spherical hole nuclei are considered. This energy reduction
corresponds to 4～6 Mev per spherical nucleus. Although there is a small quantitative
disagreement with the recent liquid-drop calculation [31，we can conclude that the
cylindrical and slab nuclei are more important than the rather fammar spherical hole
nuclei. Nloreover， actual existence of the spherical hole nuclei is somewhat
questionable because of the very small energy difference from uniform matter. As for
the nucleon distributions，the size of the cell dePends on the geometry of the nuclear






Shell energies of non-sPherical nuclei
　　　　ltis well known that the normal sPherical nuclei show shcll e汀ects. Non-
spherical nuclei will also show some shell efをcts.These shell effects are not t涙en into
account in the preceding chapters･ ln this chaptcr we ca-1culatethe shell energies of the
non-spherical nuclei.
5.1.Single-particle potential
We calculate single“particle energies どsP
Sch-r6dinger equation: For a proton????














Here, z?2i(i'n,p)is the nucleon mass and r is the distance from the center of the nucleus
(central axis for cylinder and central plane for slab).We assume that the SP potential，
which consists of the centralpotentia1 び(r),thespin-orbitpotential 程s(r)andthe
Coulomb potentia1 秘㈲，dePends only on r, although there may be some dependence
on the direction in the actual SP potential when the nuclei constitute a lattice. The
potentialsび(r)and程s㈲fo2 11eutlolldifferfl゛ollnhosef09 Pmtol41tho昭h llo
distinction is made in Eqs. (5.1a)and(5.1b).These potentials are determined in the
fonowing way with use of the potential-energy-density functional and the nucleon
distributions obtained in Chapter 4.










whereじ(ﾀln'％)is the potential'energy density in uniform nuclear matter with neutron





　　　　ln this chapter we use the parameter sets named models l,Il and IIl in Chapter
4，and omit modeI Iv because itis rather close to model l.lvlodel l may be taken as a
standard one, while model ll has a large surface symmetry energy and model nl has a
large incompressibility. These models also differ from each other in the inhomogeneity
energy. lf we neglect the finite-range effect of nuclear forces，we can calculate びoasa
function of r withuseof the nucleon distributions obtained in Chapter 4. Actually this
effect can not be neglected in the present case in which the nucleon distributions are
clearly non-uniform by making nuclei, ln Chapter 4, we represented this effect by
已nergy terms proportional to squares of the gradients of the local nucleon densities (Eq･
(4.14)).ln this chapter, we take itinto account by modifying びo(z･)by the following
convolution:
び(r)＝(j7)3f(yびo(OexP[ラり|‰21， (5.4)
where K is a parameter representing the range of nuclear interactions. The integration in
Eq.(5.4)should be taken over the whole space. ln the limit x:-i0， び(r)becomes equal
toびo(r)｡
　　　　The spin-orbit potential is caused by the gradients of nucleon dis?butions，and




where the sign ＋is used for a proton， and － for a neutron. The vector a is the unit
vector perpendicular to the surface of the nucleus， 1 is the wave-number vector, and
l＝jび7 with(y being the Pauli operator. The parameters λl and λ2 determine the
isoscalar and isovector strengths of th已spin-orbit potential，respective】y.Forthe












withlbeing the orbital angular momentum｡
　　　　The values of the three parameters K,λl andλ2，1istedin Table 5-1，are chosen
so as to give reasonable SP energies of 208Pb. The SP potentials of 2o8Pb in our models
are shown in Fig. 5- 1 . Note that the central potential び(r)extends beyond the nucleon
distributions due to theconvolution. The present value ofλ2 is so small in all models
that the strength of yLs(r)for a proton is almost indistinguishable from that for a
neutron， though the fomler is slightly larger than the latter. ln Fig. 5-2 we show the SP
energies of 208Pb obtained by our models together with those obtained by other authors
[33,34].A11 of our three models reproduce the correct sequences of the SP states for
both neutrons and protons. The relative positions of the SP levels are also reproduced
fairly wen though the proton levels are systematically higher than the experimental
ones. As will be seen in the next section，the shell energies mainly depend on the
relative SP level positions.Therefore， the systematic shift of all the proton SP levels
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Fig. 5-2. Single-particle levels of 2o8Pb. The levels obtained with our three models are
marked with l, H andIH, while WS and SHl are the levels with the Woods-Saxon
potential[33]and SIH interaction [34]ta.ken from the table of ref. [351.The
experimenta-1 1evels [36]are malked with exp.
　　　　The length of the cylinder and the area of the slab are essentially infinite･
However，for convenience, we use the same three dimensional cells of volume a3 as
defined in Chapter 3.
For cylindricalnuclei･ we assume that Vks㈲depends on the distance r from the
central axis which we take as z-axis. Then, Eq.(5.5)is written as
　　　VES(･)＝ﾊﾞλ1学±λ2右φ)－ゆ)]}1(訊＋馬(i，－ 盆zら）・　（5.7）
where lz is the z-component of the orbital angular momentum and (yμs the i-th
component of the Pauli spin operator. For slab-shape nuclei，we assume that yLs(r)












　　　　Since we consider the matter fair】yclose to uniform one, the spin-orbit force，
which is proportional to the gradients of local nucleon densities，is much weaker than
in normal nuclei. 0wing to this weakness of the spin-orbit force we can take






Xvith these wave functions， the contributions to the SP energies from a part of the spin-
orbit potential for the cylindrical nucleus and those from the whole spin-orbit potential
for the slab-shape nucleus vanish in the first-order Perturbation treatment. The part
which makes no contribution in the case of the cylindrical nucleus is
　　　　　　詐Ls(り＝ﾊﾞλ1ず±λ2昔匹(卜外出)八(鉄ハーせら)(51o)




and neglect the spin-orbit potential for the slab-shape nucleus. ln these approximations
















　　　　Some examples of び(r)and yLs(r)are shown in Figs. 5-3 and 5-4, respectively.
ln calculating び(r)with Eq. (5.4),the integration is performed over the Wigner-Seitz
cell for spherical and cynndrical nuclei, and over the whole space for slab-shape nuclei
xVe see from Figs. 5-3 and 5-4 that,regardless of the nuclear shape, the SP potentials
















































Fig. 5-3. Central component of the proton SP potential，び(r)jn model l. The symbol nb
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Fig. 5-4. Spin-orbit potential for a proton, yLs(r),in model l. The proton is assunled to







5.2. Method of deriving shell energies
j.2.7.Prescnpuon｣1
　　　We derive shell energies from SP levels using a simplified version of the
method developed by Tachibana, Takano and Yamada [37](TTY)and uno et al.[38]
(UTTKY)in their study of a mass formula.
　　　We extraCt proton (neUtron)I'CrUde Shell energieS'I Of a nUClide With Z protonS
and 7V neutrons， 戸crudc(z,M(Qcrude(Z,M),in the following way:
1.Perform the Thomas-Fermi calculations as in Chapter 4 and obtain the nucleon
　distributions nn(r)andり(r).
2. Calculate SP potentials び(r)，瓦s(r)and yc(r)with zzn(r)andり(r).
3.SOlve the Schr6dinger equation (5.1a)(or(5.1b))andobtain the SPenergiesgsP‘
4. Calculate the total energy of z2protons (neutrons)occupying the lowest SP states.
　This energy is denoted by JPsP(z2;
Z, M(QsP(zl;Z,M).
5. Calculate the total energy ofM〕rotons(neutrons)put in the SP potential び(z‘)+yc(r)
　(び(r))in the Thomas-Fermi approximation. This energy is denoted by 7)TF(zz;Z,M
　(QTF(71; Z, M).
6.The differences 7)sP(yl;Z, 祠－7)TF(z･; Z, 酌(C2sP(72;Z,M － C2TF(zl;Z, y))sti11
　include,in addition to sheU effbcts, energies which can be represented by a smooth
　function of zias shown in Fig. 5-1. Then， approximate this smooth function by
giひ1;Z, 閔＝ごi1(Z,jv)ﾀz＋ci2(z,7Vμ4/3＋ci3(z,7vμ2.　　(i＝n,p) (5.13)
























Fia.5-5.Subtraction of residual smooth energies in the case of the neutron shell energy
ini08Pb obtained with mode1 1.
7，Calculate the energy differences
7)o(zz;Z,M＝j)sP(zl;Z,祠－j)TF(z2;Z,M －!7p(ﾀ2;Z,M　for protons，(5.14a)
　and
　　　Qo(z2;Z,M＝QsP(y2;Z,M －QTF(･1;Z,M－gn(y･;Z,M　for neutrons. (5.14b)
　Thesedifferences are the results of subtraction of smooth parts from ？sP(肖;Ｚ,蜀
　and C2sP(z･;Z,M.




　　　　The above method has been simplified from th巴original one proposed by TTY
in the following two points:
　(i)We neglect the spin-orbit potential in calculating 戸TF(z･;Z,M and (:?TF(y･;Z,M.
　(ii)we choose the values of the coefficients in !7i【ﾀ2;z,M independent】y for each
　nuclide while TrY and UTTKY expressed these coefficients as smooth functions of
　Z andＮ．






　　　　For nearly spherical nuclides with 40£4!233(see Fig. 5-6)，we show the crude
shell energies jl)cnjd.(Z,M and Qcnjd｡(Z,y)in Fig. 5-7.1f we compare them with the
empirical shell energies [301，we see that these crude shell energies nicely reproduce the
features of empirical ones including the magic numbers 20, 28,50，82 and 126 except
that the magnitudes of the crude shell energies are about twice as large as the empirical
ones. We correct this overestimation with use of a reduction factor μ,and approximate
the shell energy to
瓦h｡11(z,閔＝μ[7‰a｡(z,閔＋C。a｡(zjv)] (5.16)
lntroduction of this fllctorμmay be regarded as an approximate inclusion of the e汀ects
of configuration mixing. NVith this shell energy, the nuclear mass in our model is given
by
A7model(Z,y)ニフぼTF(ZjV)＋£she11(Z．Ｎ)， (5.17)
where MTF(Z、Ｎ)is the mass in the Thomas-Fermi approximation. The value of μis
determined so that the differences between the calculated masses Mm｡del(Z､7V)andthe
e)cpe血lellt111113sses Mexr)(ZjV)[27]sho｀“1s littlest昭ge出g ‘1s possible as a function
ofZ andjv. The deviations ofﾙfTF{Z'y}andﾙfmodel(Z'y)from7ぼexp(Z･7V)are shown
in Fig. 5-8 for model l with the best value ofμ(=0.45),and the root-mean-square
deviations are given in Table 5-2. As seen in Fig. 5-8 and Table 5-2, the inclusion of
shell energies substantially improves the calculated masses. The remaining deviations
afe due not only to the inaccuracies of the shell energies but also to those of A4TF(Z．Ｎ)･
The simple relation between the crude shell energies and the final shell energies (Eq｡
(5.16))is acceptable when the nuclides are limited, e･g｡to those in Fig. 5-6. rrY and
UTTKY who treated essentially an the m】clides used a more complicated relation to
take into acc6unt the effbcts of pairing and deformation. However,our simple method
will be a good firstapproximation for the study of the nuclei in a neutron star for lhe
following reason. ln the region of theneutron-star crust where the shape change is
expected,the proton number of a nuc】eus or a cen is in the range 30-50 as shown in
chapter 4. This range is included in Fig. 5-6. 1n the adjacent excluded region， the nuc】ej






deformationseerns to occur as a cooperative phenomenon between proton and neutron
she11 structures. As will be shown in the next section､ the neutron shell energies are
very small compared with the proton shell energies in the nuclei treated in this paper.
Therefore､strong deformation (deviation from sphere or deviation from cylinder)is
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Fig. 5-8. Deviations of masses in model l from experimental data [271.TF stands for
the Thomas-Fermi calculation and TF+Shell means the calculation with the she11
energles.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table5-2
Root-mean-square deviations (in Mev)of calculated masses from experimental
data[27].ln the last column l(ST4)，shell energies of model l are calculated with
Strutinsky'smethod. TF stands for the Thomas-Fermi calculation and TF＋Shellmeans





























£r圖is often called the curvature function of (2,s)th order; we use s＝4. with the
whereΓ(･S)is the Γ“function. Mye extend the E-space from '゜ t゜o °゜.This replacement
(5.19)preserves not only the normalization of each level but also an the moments of
















Then the proton shell energy for a normal nucleus in Strutinsky's method is given by
(5.24)
(5.22)愉)=尚yxp(ヅ)げ((
above replaccment， the smoothed lcvel density can be written as
with哨defined in Eq. (5.20).Since we extend the E-space from-･･to･･,the smoothed
j5(｡;z,7v)＝jl ii(g)g＆





　　　For comparison, we also calculate shell energies with Strutinskyls melhod l391.
Specifically we use the prescription described in ref, [401.Here M/e only describe the
procedure to obtain the proton shell energy 7)slrutinsky(z･M but the neutron shell energy
C2strutinsky(z,M can be derived in a similar way･
　　　For a norrnal nucleus， the SP level density 11(ε)isgiven by
叫ε)=字単一ﾍﾟ小 (5.18)
where the sum is taken over all the SP states，taking the degeneracy into account. ln
ord已rto obtain a smooth energy part of
JPsP(yl;Z,M(see
sect. 5.2.1)･we construct a









ln the casesof the cylindfical and slab-shape nuclei， the level dellsities TI(･･)are
continuous and wc have to modify the abovc Procedure. With the continuous leve1









This definition is an extention of Eq. (5.22)and also applicable to the case of spherical
nuclei｡
　　　　XVe choose the width ･yto be equal to the spacing between EsP's of the two least
bound s-waves for spherical nuclei，between どぶs of the two least bound levels with
12°Ofor cylindrical nuclei，or between EX's of the two least bound levels for slab-shape
nuclei. For normal nuclei，we have obtained neutron and proton shell energies similar to
those in Fig. 5-7.The magnitudes of the above shell energies are also about twice as
large as the empirical ones，Therefore we redefine the shen energy as in sect, 5.2.1:
瓦hd1(z,勺＝べ翫｡i｡jz,勺十es。iay(z,勺丿卜 (5.27)
We also use Eq. (5.17)to define Mm｡ciel(Z､Aりin the present case. As shown in Table 3
the deviation ofλfmodel(Z、Ｎ)from Mexp(Z･7V)are comparable to that calculated with
prescription l in sect. 5.2.1.
　　　　ln closing this section a note is added on the style of presenting functions of Z
andＮ．'Ｗhen w已treat nuclei at high matter densities as in this paper, we cannot specify
Z and 7V beforehand; they are known as results of calculations. For this reason and also











5.3.Shell energies of the nuclei in the inner crust of a neulron star
　　　　At the densities in the inner crust of a neutron star,nlost neutrons occ11py
continuum states.Therefore,neutron shell effects are expected to be much smaller lhan
proton shell effects. ln order to confirm it, we have calculated the neutron shen energies
for slab-shape nuclei. For simplicity, we consider an equivalent squar已-well potential
びsq(LXI)chosen such that this potential can bind, in the Thomas-Fermi approximation，
the same number of neutrons with the same total energy as thepotentialび(LXI)described
in sect. 5.1.Then,we solve the one-dimensional Schr5dinger equation:???
⑩)＝ら(削





Here,ど2is the lattice constant which is the distance between the central planes of the
neighboring nuclei. NVith this periodic bounda2ry condition， we obtain energy bands as
shown in Fig. 5-9.There are energy gaps atintegral たx･2/冗values，but some of them
can hardly be seen in this figure especiany at high energies. Notethat the energy bands
for the bound neutrons ar已very narrow. From these band energies supplemented by the
kinetic energies in y and z directions as in Eq. (5.12b)，weextract neutron crude she11
energies by the method described in sect. 5.1 with the following modification on Eq･
(5.13).This modification is necessary since we have to treat much more particles
(－1000 neutrons)and the shen effects aj･edominant at sman ,lvalues. ln order to
represent the behavior of gn(r･)(gn(r･; Z, M in Eq. (5.13))at smalhl values accurately，
we add two terms in lower powers oD2as
gn(れ)゜どnlが/3十どn2?β十どn3 y2十どn4が/3＋どnR n1 (5,30)
The resultant energies per cell after subtraction of smooth energies (Eq.(5.14b))are
shown in Fig. 5- 10. At the average nucleon number density z2b°0.074 fm'3, there aj'e
1073 neutrons per cell and, reading the corresponding energy value from Fig. 5‘10, we
69
-｀=?゛
see that the neutron crude shen energy per cellis 0.03 Mev, while the proton crude
























Fig.5-9.Neutron SP energy for the slab-shape nucleus at the average nucleon number
density rlb'0.074 fm‘3 inmodel l.lnthis figure，the zero energy is taken equal to the









Fig. 5-10. Energy difference C2o(ﾀ1)(Eq.(5.14b))for the slab-shape nucleus at




Generally， the neutron shell energies for slab-shape nuclei are one order of magnitude
smaller than the proton shell energies. Similar smallness of the neutron shell energies is
expected also for spherical and cylindrical nuclei at the densities of interest, although
actual confirmation seems to be rather difficult. Thus,in the following, we only
consider proton shell energies｡
　　　　ltis difficultto carry out calculations with periodic boundary conditions for
spherical and cylindrical nuclei. However, by analogy with the narrow low'lying
neutron bands shown in Fig. 5-9, itis quite likely that the bound protons ne in narrow
bands.Then,we can use the 'Wigner-Seitz cell method to calculate SP energies for
protons. ln thecaseof slab-shape nuclei we can confirm the above statement. To begin










under the periodic boundary condition (5.29).For simplicity，we use, in Eq. (5.31)，an
equivalent square-well poteltial びsq(Lxl)for proton which can bind, in the Thomas-
Fermi approximation， the same number of protons with the same total energy as the
potentialび(･･)+Vc(r).Table 5-4 shows the highest and lowest SP energies of each
energy band relative to the potential energy at the edges of a ce11 (びscl(|士a/21)).Witha
square-well potentia1, the cases ix＝2(n－1)7t/αand(2zz－1)π/2zgive the highest and the
lowest energies for the i-th energy band (see also Fig. 5-9 for neutrons).From Table 5-4
we see that the widths of the occupied energy bands are so narrow (order of l kev)
comapred with the spacings of the bands (orderofMev)that we neglect the band-





The highest and the lowest proton single-particle energies Gfor each energy band with
an eqivalent SP potential in model l. The potential energy at the edges of the ce11
(びscl(|士a/21))is-62.9948 Mev at nh＝0.07 fm-3 and it is -65.4139 Mev at ･4,=0.074 fm-3.










































Furthermore,proton SP energies do not depend much on a choice of the boundary
condition.NVe calculate SP energies in a slab-shape nucleus (or cdl)underthree
diffbrent boundary conditions with the SP potential discussed in sect. 5.1. These
energies are calculated from the one-dimensional Schr6dinger equation:
ぐ一犬士＋副司＋ycいう(P㈲＝ら(p(x)，
in which the absolute value of l/c(Lχ|)ischosen so that it vanishes at the edges of the
cell(atx=士α/2).The spin-orbit potential is not included in Eq. (5.32)in accordance
with the argument in sect. 5.1.1n Table 5-5, we show the SP energies obtained with the




ln the case of the boundary condition (5.33c),we haveused a potential outside the cen
aS
び(|ｽﾞD＋心行D＝び()a/2D　fo心|>α/2，




The x‘component of the single-particle energies らfor slab-shape nuclei under different
boundary conditions in model l. For the boundary conditions a and b, x°土a/2
corresponds to the cell edges. The protons occupy the lowest one or two bands at the










































As shown in Table 5-5，the SP energies under different boundary conditions do not
differ much from each other. Although the SP potentials are not the same, the width of
each energy band in Table 5-4 is approximately equal to the corresponding difference
between the energies obtained with the boundary conditions (5.33a)and(5.33b)in
Table 5-5. At lower densities the width of each energy band for the slab-shape nucleus
becomes narrower. Then,for simpncity, we use the boundary condition for the slab-
shape nucleus as Eq. (5.33a)in the following. For spherical and cylindrical nuclei we
can also expect that the SP energies do not depend much on the boundary condition，
and adopt the Wigner-Seitz cell approximation. We denote the radius of the Wigner-
Seitz cell by j?c and use the following conditions for the spherical (cylindrical)nucleus
ま屈脳＝ｏ(ﾂﾞﾄﾞ(削＝o)　　　for even /(zz)，
試刄c)＝O((卵c)＝O) for odd /(/z) (5.35b)
For a spherical nucleus these conditions are the same as the one used by Negele and
vautherin for a ncutron-star mattcr calculation [191，and as the onc of two conditions





present boundary conditions， we have discrele eigenvalues for どsP for spherical nuclei，
Qy for cylindrical nuclei and どxfor slab-shape nuclei｡
　　　　ln Fig. 5-11 we show proton SP energies for spherical nuclei relative to that of
the 2pl/2 state as functions of the average matter density. Note that the nucleus has
approximately 40 protons in this density range (Fig.4-8)fnling up to a level around the
2pl/2 1evel. As the average matter density increases， the average level spacings and the
spin‘orbitspUttings decrease appreciably. ln particular the latter become very small at
the density nb－0.06 fm'3 (p－1×1014 g/cm3)where the cylindrical nucleus becomes
stable in the Thomas-Fermi approximation. This decrease of the spin-orbit splittingsis
understood from decrease of the local density gradients which cause the spin-orbit
forces(see also Fig. 5-4).ln Fig, 5-12 we show the energy differences ？oひ･)〔&〕(r･;Z，
Min Eq. (5.14a))for zlprotons to be in a cen. This figure shows that, as the matter
density increases， the amplitude of the energy oscination due to the shell structure
decreases.lt also shows that the rapid decrease of the spin-orbit splittings changes the
magic number; for example, the number 50 is a strong magic number at zlb＝0.01 fm-3
but itis only a moderate submagic number at zlb'0.06 fm‾3,transfe?ng its magicity to
the number 40. 1ncluding this change of magic number, our results are in good
agreement with the Hartree-Fock calculation by Negele and vautherin [19]exceptthat























































































Fig.5-11.Proton SP energies relative to the 2pl/2 1evel for spherical nuclei in model l
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5-12. Energy difference 戸o(･1)(Eq.(5.14a))for the spherical nucleus in modeH































Fig. 5- 13･ Proton SP energies E弓for cylindrical nuclei and Gfor slab-shape nuclei in
model l.ln the case of cylindrical nuclei, each state with a nonzero lz value splitsinto
two levels due to the spin‘orbitinteraction. The terminations of some top levels at high
densities(upper box)and atlow densities (lower box)indicate that these levels become
unbound there.
ln Fig. 5-13 we show the SP energies りjor cylindrical nuclei and らfor slab-shape nuclei as
functions of the matter density. The SP energies for these nuclei also show appreciable decrease of
spacings with incrcase of the density. For cylindrical nuclei, the spin'orbit splittings are not very
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Fig. 5- 14. Energy difference 7)o(n)(Eq.(5.14a))for the cylindrical nucleus in model l
The arrow indicates the position of the predicted proton number.
　　　　ln Figs. 5-14 and 5-15 we show 7)()(･2)forthe cylindrical and slab-shape nuclei、
respectively. For these nuclei ？o(ﾀz)are smooth functions of zlunlike that for the
spherical nucleus because the SP energies for these shapes are continuous; this






cylindrical nucleus， and y and z directions for the slab-shape nucleus).We can see that
there also exist a kind of¨magic numbers'l for cylindrical and slab-shape nuclei. These
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Fig. 5-15. Energy difference 7)o(y2)(Eq.(5.14a))for the slab-shape nucleus innlodeH





　　　With the above energy differencり)o(r･)and the proton number Z ≡(ZTF)
obtained in the Thomas-Fermi calculation,we get the crude shell energy.corresponding
to Eq. (5.15a)，as
瓦rudｅニPQ(ZTF) (5.36)
IWe neglect the neutron shell energy and write the shell energy per cell as
　　　　　　　　　　　　£sheu ' μj?crude，　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5.36)
in place of Eq. (5.16).By dividing it by the total nucleon number in a ce11，we obtain
the shell energy per nucleon, ln Figs. 5-16 and 5-17， we show the energy per nucleon
supplemented with the shell energy. Since the energy difference is very small compared
with the total binding energy, we show the energy relative to the Thomas-Fermi value
of the cylindrical nucleus. The magnitude of the shell energies is of the order of l kev
which is somewhat smaller than the energy difference between different nuclear shapes.
FromFigs.5-16and5-17weseethat,even with the shell energy correction, the
cylindrical and slab“shape nuclei exist stably. Note that the unstable density regions
accompanying the phase transitions are very narrow as shown in Chapter 4. NVe also see
in Figs. 5‘1 6 and 5- 17 that the transition densities from sphere to cylinder and from
cylinder to slab become higher than thosein the Thomas-Fermi calculations. These
features are seen in all the models treated in this paper and independently of the method
of deriving shell energies. These statements are valid not only in the cases of optimum
μvalues but also in the cases of F1＝1 which gives extremely large shell energies (thin


























































Fig. 5' 16. Energy per nucleon relative to the Thomas“Fermi value of the cylindrical
nucleus in model l. Shell energies are calculated with prescription l in sect. 5.2.1
0.09
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－(upper)and Strutinsky's method (lower).The thick linふs corr6spond to the choice of the








































































Fig. 5-17. Energy per nucleon relati゛eto the Thomas-Fermi value of the cylindrical
nucleus in models n and III. Shell energies are calculated wjth prescription l in sect.
5.2.1.The thick lines correspond to the choice of the optimum 1↓values while the thin





　　　　For the hole nucleij.e･, the cylindrical hole and spherical hole nuclei, we have
not made calculations. 0ne reason for not making calculations is that a considerable
difficulty is anticipated while another reason is that the shen effects for these hole
nuclei are expected to be very small. This expectation is based on the observation of the
general tendency that the shell effects decrease as the density increases and the hole
nuclei exist atrelatively high densities just before the transition to uniform matter. The
fact that not only neutrons but also protons occupy up to continuous SP levels win also
s巴rve for reducing the shell effects｡
　　　　Thus, we conclude that the non-spherical nuclei can exist stably in the same
order as in Chapter 4 even if we take into account the shell effects.
5.4.Summary
　　　　We have studied the shell effects in the non-spherical nuclei，which may existin
the inner crust of a neutron star,by calculating single-particle energies in appropriate
non-spherical potentials and extracting shen energies from these single-particle
energies. These shen energies have been found to be somewhat smaller than the energy
differences between different nuclearshapes at the densities of interest (1.0-1,5×1014
g/cm3 or 0.06-0.09 fm-3).lt has also been found that the transitions fi･omsphere to
cylinder and from cylinder to slab occur at higher densities than thos已of the Thomas-
Fermi calculation. Therefore，we conclude that the shell effects do not change the








　　　　This chapter gives some discussions about the non-spherical nuclei in
connection with the structure and evolution of a neutron star.
6.1.Layer in the neutron-star crust where non-spherical nuclei exist
　　　　As a result of the Thomas-Fermi calcultion in Chapter 4, we obtain the equation
of state(EOS)oftheneutron-star matter. The energy diffbrence due to the nuclear
shape change is rather small resulting in a relatively minor change in the EOS. The
existence of non-spherical nuclei mer已ly makes the transition from the ordinary matter
to the dense uniform matter smoother. ln Fig. 6-l we show the energy per nucleon of
theneutron-star rnatter. The energy in the density range 0.06-0.09 fm‾3，where non-
spherical nuclei exist,is 7-9 Mev per nucleon, while the difference due to the different
nuclear shapes is of the order of l kev per nucleon. Since we paid littleattention to the
high-density part of the EOS in constructing the energy-density functional, wenow
connect its low,density part to the high-density part of the 13-stableEOS derived from a
many-body calculation by Wiringa, Fiks and Fabrocini [111｡
　　　　XVith this EOS we can calculate the density distribution in a neutron star by














where 7)is the pressure and p is the matter density. ln order to solve Eqs，(6,1a)and
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Fig. 6-1. Encrgy Per nucleon relative to the neutron mass. UV14十TNl means a many-
body calculation with the two-body Potentia1 UV14 and the three-body potentia1 TNI
by Wiringa, Fiks and Fabrocini [111.This EOS is a refined version of EOS by
Friedman and PandhariPande [12]in which some errors at high densities have been
corrected. The curve labeled modeI I 十UT is the one obtained by connecting the mode1
I EOS atlow denisties with the high density part of UV14十TNI.For comparison the


















Fig.6-2.Pressure as a function of matter density. BJ means the EOS of Pure neutron
matter by Bethe and Johnson[13].Crosses indicate the EOS below the neutron driP
point by Baym, Pethick and Suth?and[141.Circles shows the Hartree-Fock





Figure 6｀2 shows the pressure as a function of matter density. At low densities, the
modified model I EOS (modell＋UT)is nearly equal to the EOS by Baym, Pethick and
Sutherland with a mass formula [141，and is also consistent with the Hartree-Fock
calculation of the inner-crust matter composed of spherical nuclei by Negele alld
vautherin[19].At high densities，the modified model I EOS is stiffened and
approaches to the EOS by Bethe and Johnson [13].




Here,沢is the radius where the pressure 7)reaches the surface pressure 7)surf,or，
alternatively，the density p reaches the surface density psurf.The value of psurfused by
Arnett and Bowers [43]was 7.86 g/cm3 which is the density of solid 56Fe，ln numerical
calculations，two conditions， psurF7.86 g/cm3 and psurFO, makenosignificant
difference｡
　　　　Rgure 6-3 shows the gravatational mass of a neutron star as a function of the
central density. The mass of a neutron staris mainly determined by the high-density
part of the EOS above nuclear density. Roughly speaking a stifferEOS can support a
more massive neutron star with a lower central density. The curves in Fig. 6-3 renect
the present uncertainty on the high-density part of EOS｡
　　　　ln Fig. 6-4，we show the density distribution of a typica1 1.4 Me neutron star.
Thelayer where non-spherical nuclei existis so thin that we enlarge thepart of our
interest in the lower box. From this ngurewe see that non-sphencal nuclei exist in a
layer of 70-80 m thick. The thickness of this layer depends on the EOS at high
densities.ln general，a stifferEOS gives a thicker layer and a softer EOS gives a thinner
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Fig. 6-3 Neutron star mass as a function of the central density calculated with EOS in





































Fig.6-4.Density distribution in a 1.4M(Ξ)star calculated with EOS of model l ＋UT
shown in Figs. 6-l and 6-2. 1n the upper box, density profiles calculated with model l
EOS and neutron-matter EOS by Bethe and Johnson are also shown for comparison.
The layer of non-spherical nuclei is shown for mode1 1 ＋UT.ln the lower box, regions
for various nuclear shapes are shown for model l ＋UT.The region for spherical hole




6.2.Arguments rclating with the structure and evolution of a neutron star
　　　　The layer of non-spherjcal nuclei is very thin (70-80m)compared with the
radius of a neutron star(－10 km).Therefore the existentce of non-spherical nuclei will
cause littlechange in macroscopic quantities，such as the neutron-star mass and radius.
However,it may cause some effects in the evolution of a neutron star｡
　　　　ltis natural to consider that the structure and evolution of a n巴utron star mainly
renects the character of high-density matter in the neutron-star core. However，since
any information from thecore is obtained after passing through the layer of non-
spherical nuclei，thislayer may cause some anomalous effects｡
　　　　ln this thesis we have neglected temperature effects. The non-spherical nuclei
will probably survive even if we take these effects into account in most cases. The
energy difference between the lowest two phases is of the order of 0.1-1 Mev per ce11.
1n a cell a majority of the nucleon degrees of freedom are frozen. lf we assume the
active degrees in a cell to be of the order of 10，then above energy difference
corllesponds to a temp巴rature of 108'109 K, which is sufficiently higher than the
temperature in the neutron-stal‘crust except for a very young neutron star.Howeverjn
studing evolution of a hot young neutron star,it may be important to consider how the
layer of non-spherical nuclei is formed atrelatively high temperatures｡
　　　　lf we assume that the length of cylinders and the area of slab are comparable to
the size of the layer in a neutron star,they may cause observable phenomena. vibration
of cylinders and slab may affect the energy transport from theneutron-star core to the
surface。
　　　　The direction of the cynnders and slab can not beknown from the present study･
lt might be determined by properties of the neutron star such as the strong magnetic
field and the rapid rotation. For convenience we have assumed inifinitely long cylinders
and slabs of infinitely large area. However,the length of cylinders and the afea of slabs
may not necessarily be comparable to the size of these layers in a neutron star.The




much smaller than thc thickness of these layers which are of thc order of 10 m，
Therefore，the direction of cylinders and slabs may not necessarily be the same over the
star,Although we have singled out the most stable nuclear shapejt is also possible that
the matter is a nlixture of non-spherical phases because the energy di汀erence between
these phases is rather sman. ln fact, crystal structures found at the atomospheric
temperature and pressureare not necessarily the most stableoncs.For example we see
both the diamond and graphite structure of carbon in our everyday life although the
fonner has a larger free energy than the latter｡
　　　　Nuclear shaPcs assumed in this thesis can be considered as one-，two- or threc-
dimensional spheres･ These shapes are assumed because they minimize the surface
areas，and accordingly the surface energies. Hence we have neglected defomlation
from these spheres. However, some deformation from these shaPes probably exists in
reality.As we have seen so far, the energy difference due to the geometry is quite sman
compared with the total binding energy as is often the case with atomic and molecular
physics. Deformation ofnorTnal nuclei occurs essentially as a result of she11(quantumn
mechanical)e汀ects. Therefore itis Possible that nuclei deform from the shapes
assumed in this thesis. An apProximate inclusion of the deformation may be usuful for
the supernova matter. Ravenha11， Pethick and Wilson [1]argued continual change of the
nuclear shaPe noting that the surface and Coulomb energy densities in the case of a ふ









where 7･isthe radius of the nucleus and the other symbols mean the quantities deifined
in chapter 3. They argued that these expressions might be used even for fractional





Their treatment may be a usuful approximation for the supernova matter which can be
realized as a transient nlatterin a supernova explosion. However， this treatrnent seenls
to be an oversimplification.and the author feels that a variety of microscopic stn】ctures
in the neutron-star matter arepossible as we see in solid state and molecular physics｡
　　　　Nuclei with peculiar geometries may affect spinning of a pulsar. Pulsar glitches
have been attributed to the sudden angular momentum transfer from the supernuid to
the crust by catastrophic unpinning of neutron votex lines in the inner crust [441.The
layer of non-spherical nuclei does overlap the pinning region of neutron vortex [31.
Recently Mochizuki and lzuyama [45]presented a vortex trap/discharge model for
pulsar glitches taking non“spherical nuclei into account. This lin巴of studies has just







　　　　XVe started a study on the nuclear shapes in the inner crust of a neutron star with
the compressible liquid-drop model and predicted a possibility of successive change of
the nuclear shape. The ljquid-drop model provided us with a general result, based on a
geometrical argument, that non-spherical nuclei become energetically favorable if the
volume firactionof the nucleus in a cell exceeds a certain value. However,we could not
know from this geometrical aj‘gument whether the volume fraction can exceed the
critical value or not｡
　　　　ln the liquid-drop model we can not explicitly take into account the diffuseness
of the nuclear surface.Nloreoverjn extremely neutron'rich nuclei treated in this paper
the surfaces for neutrons and protons are not necessarily equal as are inferred from
recent experiments on unstablenuclei.ln order to go beyond the liquid-drop model， we
performed the Thomas-Fermi calculation. ln this calculation we paid special attention
to the energy-density functionals and nucleon distributions because the surface energy
is the most important nuclear energy to determine the nucleaf shape. From this
calculation we confirmed the liquid'drop prediction that the nuclear shape changes
successively f¥om sphere to cylinder，slab，cylindrical hole and spherical hole at
densities(1.0-1.5)×1 0 14 g/cm3 or 0.06-0.09 fm'3｡
　　　　1t is well known that shell effects are important in normal nuclei. The masses of
normal nuclei are well reproduced by supplementing the shell energies to the semi-
classical energies; we employed the same strategy to th已non'spherical nuclei. XVe
calculated the shen energies of non‘spherical nuclei making full use of the results
obtained from the Thomas-Fermi calculation. Then，we added the shell energies to the
Thomas-Fermi energies of the matters composed of non-spherical nuclei. NVe f1〕und
that,even in the presence of the shen energy， the conclusion of the Thomas'Fermi







the following, we present the relative coulomb energies wcl(zj･slzαρEjα11jcりof










































Determination of parameter values in the
energy density functional s
　　　　ln determining the parameter values in the energy density functional E，we use
an EOS ofpure neutron rnatterfrom a many-body calculation as well as gross
properties of 13-stable nuclei.
　　　　First, we determine the potential energy density of pure neutron matter in the
fonowing wayｼﾞWe write a tentative potential energy density as
らo(″)゜仇o″2十
⑤
and choose the values o01o， か2oand わ3to fiteq，(B.1)suPplemented by a kinetic term
to theEOS of neutron matter by Friedman and Pandh函pande[12]at4≦0.4 fm-3， 1n






　　　　The parameter βin Eq. (4,5)is related to the surface symmetry energy， but its
value is very uncertain. Therefore, we take two typical cases，β゜O and β゜1. Mye also
consider the case a＝O in addition to the case (z＝1，since，in many Thomas-Fermi
calculations，the inhomogeneous energy Eg does not include the explicit kinetic energy
term as in Eq. (4.14);in such calculations both the kinetic and potential energies are
supposed to be represented by a term similar to the last term ofEq.(4,14)｡
　　　　values of the five independent palameters どzl，α2，α3，‘S and Fo in the energy
densityfunctionaI E are determined so as to reproduce approximately the smoothed
13-
stabilityline and the smoothed nuclear masses and charge radii on this β-stabilityline･




calculated from the table in ltf. [29].The values of these input data and results
calculated with models l-Iv are listed in table B-1.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Table B-1
List of the empirical data (input data)and the corresPonding values calculated with
rnndpk T～TV Tn ranisted is the Droton number on the smoothed β,stabilityline
･.jJkji wl saaw w--』r‘‘‘‾‾‾-‾‥'-　ゝ　よ　　　　s　　　　　　　　　－
models l-IV. ln (a)listed s he proton umber
on the smoothed 13-stabili
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　皿　　　　　ｊ　●　ｓ●ｔ　ｌ 。¶　１　___
corresponding to theindicated mass nunlberA，in(b)the smoothed mass excess (in
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